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Value: Patience
Mag 7 value: Listen to
adults

Seven Fields Primary School-Newsletter

Dear Parents/Carers
Well blimey! April has ended like a damp squib hasn't it? It was so lovely though, to see the children
brighten up the day with their house colours despite the dreary weather. The weather is so changeable at
the moment after the lovely spring sunshine we seem to be getting a backlash of rain and wind and sadly
it is set to continue over the bank holiday weekend. How appropriate then that the value we are looking at
this week is patience. We will just have to be patient, wait for the weather to clear before enjoying the
sunshine again. Sometimes that is an appropriate metaphor for life. Whenever we have to go through
hardships or difficult times, there is always the thinking that creeps in, will this ever end, will this get
better? In time of course, everything gets better. It is then so important for us to remind ourselves and our
children to be patient and wait for better times to come. Remember the children sang “It’s ok if you’re not
feeling ok?”
Here is a link to another wonderful video made by Seven Fields pupils.
https://youtu.be/tSSvCKMqLz8

In assembly this afternoon, I shared the story of the growth cycle of chinese bamboo. For five years the
seed must be watered and fertilised and tended to without fail even though there is nothing to show for it
above the ground. Then, in the fifth week, the shoot emerges and the plant grows to over 70 ft in 5 weeks.
It is often said that you can see the plant growing with your own eyes. That is because over the five years
before the five week rapid growth, the plant has been putting down solid roots.
Again this is sometimes like the learning of our pupils. We teach, provide learning experiences, nurture
and maintain our high expectations (this ‘child brain’ fertilisation) means that when growth comes it can be
rapid. It is such a privilege to be there when the penny drops for a child and they suddenly understand
what you are trying to teach them. We must continue to enable the pupils to have deep rooted positive
values such as resilience which can help them when learning is challenging.
I wish everyone a restful weekend. School will be back open on ‘star wars day’ (May the 4th…)
Mr Booth
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Dojos gained this week
Class

Class

Miss Mitchell

Total Dojos

Class Winner

Bumblebees

938

Eva 131

Mrs Still

Fireflies

724

Eli 28

Miss Goss

Robins

1227

Jack 68

Miss Bickle

Sparrows

1141

Crystal 86

Attendance

26th April to
30th April 2021

Firefly Class

88%

Bumblebee Class

88%

Robin Class

97%

Mrs Crane
Wrens
Miss Smith & Miss
Roberts
Puffins

711

Lola 44

Sparrow Class

100%

1458

Lacey 65

Wren Class

99%

Miss Jessop

Kingfishers

578

Olivia 35

Puffin Class

97%

Mrs Keye

Hummingbirds

891

Brandon 48

Kingfisher Class

98%

Miss Peapell

Falcons

1060

Ana 54

Mr Donnelly

Eagles

1331

Mileka 65

Fireflies

Harper S—for fantastic effort in phon- Kyran T—for fantastic progress with
ics
his reading

Bumblebees

Archie L—for joining in with all lessons and making huge progress in
phonics.

Harley C—for working hard to be an
independent reader.

Robins

Ava C—Working hard all week.

Jayden S—for listening to adults and
making good choices this week.

Sparrows

Crylstal M—for believing in herself
Kayden A—for his amazing contribuand making a huge improvement with tions to class discussions.
her handwriting.

Wrens

Christopher C—for writing a fantastic
wanted poster.

Cliodhna M—for fantastic fraction
work this week.

Puffins

Frankie—great work dividing using
repeated subtraction.

Amir—Great work dividing using
repeated subtraction.

Kingfishers

Justin M—for always looking ready to
learn and showing patience in class.

Emily P—for always asking thoughtful
questions and working hard.

Hummingbirds

Alfie W—for improved effort with
presentation.

Harry H—for improved effort with
presentation.

Falcons

Carter A—for his improved effort in
lessons.

Maria T—for always trying her best.

Aleigha R—for producing some excellent descriptive work in English.

Mileka D—for some amazing English
work this week.

Eagles

Hummingbird Class 92%

Falcon Class

98%

Golden Eagle Class

95%

Certificates
Congratulations to anyone
who has been nominated
by your teacher this week
Well done to you all on your
achievements !

Behaviour Cup

K’Marey E—Hummingbird Class
For making good choices this week and
putting a lot of effort into his work

Follow us on twitter @sevenfieldsprim
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House points totals this week

Snowdon 95
Ben Nevis 64
Scafell Pike 75
Slieve Donard 86

Reading Prizes!
Each week, class teachers are nominating one child from their class to win a prize for their amazing effort or improvements with their reading either in school or at home. Well done to all those who received a prize from our Library
Monitors this week! I wonder who it will be next week? Happy Reading!
Miss Peapell
Bumblebees

Jayden B

Robins

Nathan P and Eli Wi

Sparrows

Michael J

Wrens

Mia C

Puffins

Lacey M

Kingfishers

Amirah H

Hummingbirds

Leo C

Falcons

Esmee C

Eagles

Sampson N
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Kingfisher Class—Science Leaf Hunt Photographs
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Bumblebee Class—Writing
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We have introduced our activity wall into lunchtime play and the following classes took part this week:

Eagles
Falcons
Wrens
Sparrows
Bumblebees
The children played on a game called clear out which involves using speed and agility to switch off the lights as
quickly as possible in one minute. The children were very engaged trying to achieve the highest score they
could. The encouragement they gave each other was truly wonderful to see.

Top Ten results for this week are:
KS2

Make sure to look out for next weeks results when the following classes take on
their challenge on the activity wall:

Anh N (Eagles) 172

Robins

Caelan W (Falcons) 158

Puffins

Mileka D (Eagles) 155
Owen F (Falcons) 155

Kingfishers
Hummingbirds

Good luck guys!

KS1

Ivy-Jay (Bumblebees) 91
Alfie L (Sparrows) 90
Eva C (Bumblebees) 88
Abdul S (Sparrows) 88
Alexia H (Wrens) 85
Joshua C (Wrens) 84
Well done to you all!
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Lateness/Absence
Please remember the gates open at 8.25am and closes at 8.45am. All children should be in class learning
by 8.45am.

Absence please remember to call our absence line and leave a message if you child is off for whatever
reason. 01793 723833 Option 1
Thank you

Friday Fun Alert—Whole School:
Friday 7th May is numbers day. Children can wear clothes to school that have numbers on. Please do not feel
pressured into buying tops they can get a plain one and use their creativity to design their own numbered top
if they like.

Have a great bank holiday weekend we will see you all again on Tuesday 4th May
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